
Vice Versa Event har fornøjelsen af at invitere jer med på en 
unik naturoplevelse omgivet af Now you have the possibility to 
get close to some of the most exiting and admired animals in 
the world.

Vice Versa Event has the pleasure of inviting you on a unique 
experience in the nature surrounded by dolphins and killer 
whales.

The intensity of your meeting with these incredible creatures is 
up to you. Choose to stay on the boat or jump into the water 
with a snorkel and get a closer look.

We have very good experiences with this sort of event in con-
nection with kick-offs and teambuilding, but we will, of course, 
adjust it to your wishes.

You could, for instance, travel to Norway during the winter 
season and get the tools to break down the traditional barriers 
in your company and create increased communication, while 
you get a close encounter with the killer whales. You will sleep 
onboard a ship anchored in Tysfjord from where you will go on 
expedition trips in order to meet killer whales.

If this trip sounds a bit too cold in your opinion, then we suggest 
you to visit the dolphins at the Red Sea in Egypt. At the same 
time you will get the opportunity to become acquainted with 
the Egyptian life style as you will be staying in a charming little 
hotel near a Bedouin settlement. The trip can be combined with 
a visit to the Colour Canyon where the peaceful atmosphere and 
colours from the rainbow in the valley invites to meditation.

Besides the above mentioned we can offer you a 1 day tour with 
overnight stay:

South of Stockholm it is possible to get a unique experience for 
everybody who wishes to get close to dolphins in a closed envi-
ronment.

The day will start out with lunch. Then, you will learn more 
about dolphins and how they live. Afterwards you will get a wet 
suit and together with our experienced teachers dive into the 
salty water and look directly into the dolphins’ eyes when they 
come to say hello.

Dolphins and killer whales 
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